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Text S1: Characteristic expression alterations of cancer-relevant signaling
pathways of individual patient-matched metastasis pairs

The following points summarize details to specific signaling pathway overrepresentations of
individual metastasis pairs based on Figure 3B of the main manuscript.

• The cytokine-receptor interaction pathway was enriched for differentially expressed genes
in all metastasis pairs (Figure 3B, cytokine: blue bars). In more detail, all metastasis pairs
were enriched for decreased expression and seven pairs were additionally enriched for
increased expression in the intra- compared to the extracranial metastasis (P106_BLym,
P18_BLun-2, P3_BLun, P42_BLym-2, P77_BLym, P8_BSof-1, P8_BSof-2).

• The calcium signaling pathway was significantly enriched for differentially expressed
genes in 19 of 21 pairs (Figure 3B, calcium: orange bars). Calcium signaling has re-
cently been added to KEGG pathways in cancer and has been reported to play an im-
portant role in gliomas [Hausmann et al., 2023]. Enrichment of increased and decreased
expression of calcium signaling pathway genes in intracranial metastases was observed
for five metastasis pairs (P106_BLym, P42_BLym-2, P78_BSmi, P8_BSof-1, P8_BSof-
2). Five other metastasis pairs only showed enrichment of increased expression in the
intracranial metastases (P101_BLiv, P111_BLym, P16_BLun, P4_BSki-2, P42_BLym-1),
and the intracranial metastases of eight metastasis pairs were enriched for decreased ex-
pression of calcium signaling genes (P107_BLun, P108_BLym, P13_BLym, P18_BLun-1,
P18_BLun-2, P3_BLun, P39_BLun, P8_BSof-3). Only two metastasis pairs showed no
enrichment of differential expression of calcium signaling pathway genes (P74_BLym and
P77_BLym).

• The ECM-receptor interaction pathway was significantly enriched for differential expres-
sion in 17 metastasis pairs (Figure 3B, ECM: pink bars). Enrichment of increased and
decreased expression of ECM signaling genes in the intra- compared to the extracra-
nial metastasis was observed for two metastasis pairs (P106_BLym, P08_BSof-1). Four
metastasis pairs showed enrichment of increased expression in the intracranial metas-
tases (P4_BSki-2, P42_BLym-1, P42_BLym-2, P74_BLym) and a significant enrichment
of decreased expression of ECM signaling genes was observed for 11 pairs (P107_BLun,
P108_BLym, P13_BLym, P16_BLun, P18_BLun-1, P18_BLun-2, P3_BLun, P39_BLun,
P78_BSmi, P8_BSof-2, P8_BSof-3).

• The cAMP signaling pathway was found to be enriched in 12 metastasis pairs (Figure 3B,
cAMP: light green bars). The cAMP-dependent pathway is a second-messenger path-
way which can regulate cancer cell growth, invasion and migration [Zhang et al., 2020].
One pair showed enrichment of differentially expressed cAMP pathway genes in both di-
rections (P74_Blym). An enrichment of increased expression in the intra- compared to
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the extracranial metastasis was found for six pairs (P13_BLym, P16_BLun, P42_BLym-1,
P42_BLym-2, P8_BSof-1, P8_Bsof-2). An enrichment of cAMP signaling with decreased
expression in the intra- compared to the extracranial metastasis was observed for five
patient-matched metastasis pairs (P111_BLym, P18_BLun-1, P18_BLun-2, P39_BLun,
P8_BSof-3).

• The PI3K/Akt signaling pathway showed a significant enrichment of differentially ex-
pressed genes in 12 metastasis pairs (Figure 3B, PI3K/Akt: petrol bars). An enrichment of
PI3K/Akt signaling genes with increased expression in the intra- compared to the extracra-
nial metastasis was observed for three patient-matched metastasis pairs (P106_BLym,
P111_BLym, P42_Blym-2), and an enrichment of PI3K/Akt signaling genes with de-
creased expression was observed for nine pairs (P107_BLun, P108_BLym, P13_BLym,
P16_BLun, P3_BLun, P39_BLun, P4_BSki-1, P78_BSmi, P8_BSof-3).

• The Jak-STAT signaling pathway was enriched for decreased expression in the intra- com-
pared to the extracranial metastasis of ten patient-matched metastasis pairs (Figure 3B,
Jak-STAT: turquoise bars, P108_BLym, P13_BLym, P39_BLun, P4_BSki-1, P4_BSki-2,
P74_BLym, P78_BSmi, P8_BSof-1, P8_BSof-2, P8_BSof-3). Interestingly, Jak-STAT sig-
naling genes were not significantly enriched for increased expression in the intracranial
metastasis of any patient-matched metastasis pair. Thus, a downregulation of Jak-STAT
signaling in intracranial metastases could at least for some patient-matched pairs be a
potential molecular feature to manifest differences between intra- and extracranial metas-
tases.
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